USS Seleya - Stardate 10007.23


Host Cheryl says:
SUMMARY:  The U.S.S. Seleya is still in orbit at On'Kor.  K'oda and her New Empire rebels have gone back in time, presumably, to change Klingon history by preventing the destruction of Praxis.  Seleya is still searching the rebel base to find a way to follow; they know there is a Bird of Prey somewhere that may be of use.

The AT has also located the main control center of the base.

It's here that we pick up the story.

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission:  The Re-Discovered Country>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission:  The Re-Discovered Country>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

OPS_Jameson says:
::on the bridge::

CEO_Lira says:
:: in Main Engineering as normal ::

De’Jah says:
::waking slowly in sickbay ::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::entering main control center with a phaser rifle high::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::on the planet blasting a door::

CNS_Lerner says:
::sitting in the Counsellor's chair on the bridge .... waiting for developments::

SO_Farewell says:
::on his way to the bridge, walking down the corridor on deck 7::

De’Jah says:
::moves about a bit :: All : Ugh

CO_Bolitho says:
::seated in the 'Big Chair' watching the main viewer intently::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: Hazzem: I think we’ve found the control center

CEO_Lira says:
Computer: Run a level 3 Diagnostic on all systems

TO_Shilp says:
::at Tactical scanning for cloaked ships::

MO_Suder says:
::trying to concentrate on her work, in Sickbay:: Self: Get a grip Kesh ... he'll be back soon.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: Yes, let's see what's in there

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::walks through the door::

SO_Farewell says:
::enters the turbolift::  TL: Main Bridge

De’Jah says:
::sits up slowly , his side still a bit stiff and tender ::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::walks to a random console and activates it::

CEO_Lira says:
:: looks at cloaking device and sighs ::

CNS_Lerner says:
CO: Sir .... unless I am needed here I feel I should visit Sickbay .... I have some concerns about the medical staff .... all pretty upset about the  CTO Sir

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::roams the room searching for any guards::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::sits up on Bio-bed slowly, having just woken up and looks around::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::enters the computer code into the console::

MO_Suder says:
::moves over to De'Jah:: De'Jah: So, how are we feeling?

TO_Shilp says:
CO: Sir I am detecting a temporal rift where the Birds of Prey went sir it looks like they did not seal their hole too well sir.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: Download everything to the tricorder

CO_Bolitho says:
::looks across at the Counsellor:: CNS: Agreed I would like some feedback on Dr. Suder please

SO_Farewell says:
::sees the turbolift doors open and steps out. looking around the bridge in amazement::

De’Jah says:
MO: The side is a bit stiff and irritating, but otherwise fine, did you do a skin graft ?

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::places tricorder in front of console and begins downloading::

CEO_Lira says:
:: leaves the computer to run the diagnostic and walks over to the cloaking device::

CNS_Lerner says:
CO: Thankyou Sir ::stands .... walks across the bridge to the turbolift .... just as somebody new arrives::

CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Liaise with Science I want the anomaly scanned

CSO_Hazzem says:
@:CIV: Anything about that Bird of Prey?

TO_Shilp says:
CO: Aye sir

FCO_Ekaf says:
::rubs his eyes  for a few minutes and then looks up::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: I think we’ve found a goldmine sir... 

OPS_Jameson says:
::moves to science station 2 to get a better reading on a malfunctioning junction::

CNS_Lerner says:
SO:  Ensign Farewell?  Welcome to Seleya .... the Captain is over there ::gestures and enters the turbolift::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::checks the console::

CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Any word from the away team?

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: I have the temporal co-ordinates and specifics on the temporal device

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: Not yet sir,

CNS_Lerner says:
TL: Sickbay

MO_Suder says:
::checks chart:: De'Jah: I didn’t but...one of my expert medical staff did, you seem fine...I’ll back in a second :smiles and moves off slowly::

SO_Farewell says:
CNS: Thank you ::smiles and walks over to the Captain::

CEO_Lira says:
:: grabs her tools and sits on the floor next to it looking at it ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: Well done Ensign *Seleya* Away team to Seleya

De’Jah says:
::sighs and begins to stand ::

MO_Suder says:
*CO*: De'Jah seems fine sir, he's much improved, what do you want me to do with him?

OPS_Jameson says:
COMM: Hazzem: Seleya here

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: I’ll check the other consoles for additional data,,

CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Get a status report please

SO_Farewell says:
CO: Ensign Farewell reporting for duty Captain...

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: I’m speaking to Hazzem now sir

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::walks over to another console and downloads an amount of data::

CO_Bolitho says:
*MO* Release him if he is fit Doctor and have him report to the bridge

CNS_Lerner says:
::the turbolift halts at the appropriate deck and Rissa leaves on her way to Sickbay::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: And we have the location of the Bird of Prey, sir

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::nods to CIV:: COMM OPS: We have found information about the time device, exact co-ordinates where K’oda gave to the device, and the location of the Bird of Prey

CEO_Lira says:
:: still thinking about her leave of absence and smiling to herself , takes off the outer casing to the cloaking device ::

CO_Bolitho says:
::looks at the new SO:: SO: Welcome aboard the Seleya Ensign your services are required at the science console.  Liaise with the TO and get some readings of an anomaly he has detected

OPS_Jameson says:
COMM: Hazzem:  can you send the information straight to the computers?

De’Jah says:
::walks to replicator and replicates a new shirt and breastplate and other "essentials"::

CNS_Lerner says:
<Dr Grey>FCO: You are fit Ensign .... report for duty

MO_Suder says:
*CO*: Aye sir.  :: turns to De'Jah:: De'Jah: You have been requested to go to the bridge...

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: Send the information to the ship Kormel

De’Jah says:
MO: As soon as I am dressed

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: Shall we proceed through that door ::points:: to the Bird of Prey hangar?

SO_Farewell says:
CO: Aye Captain, understood...  ::walks to science console::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::sends info to the ship::

CNS_Lerner says:
::enters sickbay::

FCO_Ekaf says:
CMO: Aye...

OPS_Jameson says:
::monitors the transfer of information::

CNS_Lerner says:
::looks around .... sees the FCO being given clearance .... and the MO talking to De'Jah::

CNS_Lerner says:
MO: Kesh .... busy just now?

CO_Bolitho says:
::Takes in a deep breath:: TO: Tachyon scans revealed anything?

FCO_Ekaf says:
::stands up and stretches. Still has a little pain in leg and has a small limp, but a noticeable one::

TO_Shilp says:
SO: I’m sending coordinates to your station can you keep scanning and get all the info you can on it and see if its possible to open it and take the Seleya through if the CO decides we need to.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: Let's roll

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::loads phaser to max.::

De’Jah says:
::walks in to find his bat’leth and straps it on :: All : I feel better now

FCO_Ekaf says:
::leaves Sickbay and enters turbolift::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: Yes, sir

OPS_Jameson says:
::closes comm. frequencies with Away Team::

De’Jah says:
MO: I go

MO_Suder says:
FCO: Oh and Eman, you are free to go, just mind your leg, it could be a bit sore. ::smiles and returns attention to De'Jah

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::aims at door::

CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: What is it?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::walks to the access panel and opens the door::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::storms through the door::

De’Jah says:
::heads for the door of sickbay ::

FCO_Ekaf says:
MO: Understood ::shouts back, as he is leaving::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The open door reveals a long winding corridor, heading down

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: A corridor?

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: I’ll take the point

CEO_Lira says:
:: starts giggling to herself as she remembers something, grabs a tool and starts to look inside::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: Maybe it leads right into the bridge

De’Jah says:
::enters turbolift :: TL: Bridge

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::walks down the corridor, rifle high::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: It is the co-ordinates of the Birds of Prey and what looks like their mission brief sir.  I'm not sure about the information about the temporal drive.  I can't understand it fully without more time

FCO_Ekaf says:
::enters the bridge and limps over to the Flight console in front of the viewscreen::

MO_Suder says:
::sighs:: Self: Alone with my thoughts. ::looks over at console in office:: self: no, don't call...not allowed, remember?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::walks behind CIV:: CIV: I don't trust this corridor

SO_Farewell says:
::begins his scans of the temporal rift::

CO_Bolitho says:
::drums his fingers on the armrest waiting for Lt. Jameson’s report::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: Neither do I , sir

TO_Shilp says:
::continues to scan the area for cloaked ships and checking on the anomaly::

De’Jah says:
::exits turbolift onto the bridge : CO : Q'Pala !!

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: Take it easy

CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Have it uploaded to the Seleya main computer

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: Naturally, sir

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The CIV triggers a defensive trap, which explodes, causing a small avalanche in the corridor

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: It already is Sir

CO_Bolitho says:
::nods at De'Jah:: De’Jah: How are you feeling?

De’Jah says:
::looks around for the CO ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::looks behind:: CIV: Slide down, quick

De’Jah says:
CO: I feel better

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::runs:: CSO: Run!!

CEO_Lira says:
:: starts humming to herself as she digs deeper in to the cloaking device::

FCO_Ekaf says:
CO: Reporting back for duty sir.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::runs as fast as he can::

MO_Suder says:
::begins pacing, trying to find something to think about::

De’Jah says:
CO: Shall I go down ? I know where the traps are

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The dust settles, as the avalanche ends, and rocks settle into place

CO_Bolitho says:
De'Jah: Good we have retrieved some information from the surface would you care to diagnose it for me?

De’Jah says:
CO: Surely

FCO_Ekaf says:
::has leg stretched out to relieve a little pain::

TO_Shilp says:
::changes scans to look for any Tachyon disturbances::

CO_Bolitho says:
De'Jah: Up to you stay here or on the surface?

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: Defensive trap... I should have been more careful

De’Jah says:
CO: Wherever I can be of more use

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::slows down:: CIV: told you

CO_Bolitho says:
FCO: Take your post Lt.

CEO_Lira says:
:: still Humming she takes a bit out of the cloaking Device and puts it to one side ::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::looks at CSO:: CSO: Yes, sir

CO_Bolitho says:
De'Jah: Take the secondary science console

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::continues down the corridor, looking at every centimeter of floor and wall and ceiling::

FCO_Ekaf says:
CO: Already done sir! ::takes a look at the status of the flight control::

MO_Suder says:
Self: Should really see to the new SO... ::sighs:: *SO*: Ensign, report to Sickbay with your superior officer’s permission, immediately

De’Jah says:
::nods:: and walks to Sci2 ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: Let's just take it carefully, from the tricorder we're only 20 meters away from the end of this corridor

OPS_Jameson says:
::transfers the information to the secondary console::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Kormel's way forward is blocked by the rocks

MO_Suder says:
::looks at the Counsellor:: CNS: Busy?...am I ever?

CNS_Lerner says:
MO:  Time for a chat then?  Maybe in your office?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@Self: Great

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::assorted swearing::

MO_Suder says:
::eyes the Counsellor and shrugs:: *SO*: disregard...I’ll catch you later...

CEO_Lira says:
:: picks up another tool and starts smiling as she remembers something else ::

FCO_Ekaf says:
*CNS*: Can I make an appointment with you for as soon as possible?

CO_Bolitho says:
De'Jah: Perhaps you can inform Lt. Jameson of the traps you know so she may inform the away team?

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: I don’t know if we can risk blasting it, sir... we might set off another avalanche

MO_Suder says:
::leaves way clear for Lerner to enter office::

De’Jah says:
CO: Permission to put data on the main viewer ?

CNS_Lerner says:
*FCO*: After today's duty shift .... I believe I am free .... I will confirm later

SO_Farewell says:
*MO*: Affirmative...I will come down as soon as the situation permits it...

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: Maybe that was the avalanche, let's try to blast the rocks

FCO_Ekaf says:
*CNS*: Thankyou

OPS_Jameson says:
::hears her name and pays attention::

MO_Suder says:
*SO*: Good to hear Ensign, Suder out

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::smiles at CSO: CSO: Nice attitude, sir

CO_Bolitho says:
De'Jah: If you would please

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::sets phaser to maximum and fires at the rocks::

CNS_Lerner says:
::follows the Medical Officer into her office:: MO:  I know things must be getting to you .... I just wanted to tell you how well you have been doing ... under the circumstances

SO_Farewell says:
::frowns at the readings and turns to the TO::  TO: Could you take a look at these readings...?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::backs off and aims, smiling at the Klingon::

CEO_Lira says:
:: starts giggling again and she delves deeper :: Self : Oh that’s interesting

TO_Shilp says:
CO: I’m picking up some residual tachyon  particles but so far sir nothing new and the rift is still fluctuating unstably.

De’Jah says:
::puts the data on the main screen about the temporal rift :: CO: That is where our rats have gone, it is unstable. ::grins widely :: We close that , they can't get back home

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: Ready......Aim.......Fire

TO_Shilp says:
CO: But the rift seems to be stabilising.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Kormel manages to blast a hole in the rocks, about the size for a small man to squeeze through

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: I jumped to step 3, sir

MO_Suder says:
::sits down, hoping this won't take too long:: CNS: Thankyou.  ::face blank::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: I don’t think I can fit through , sir

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: Good, now let's remove these rocks

CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Acknowledged ::looks across at the SO:: SO do you concur?

CEO_Lira says:
Self : Hmm I wonder what that bit would do if I connected it to that ..... maybe not

CNS_Lerner says:
MO: Kesh .... you do not have to 'carry on regardless' .... some grief is allowed

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::begins removing rocks::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::starts putting away the rocks::

De’Jah says:
::puts up another diagram :: CO: this data is a map of the installation below detailing the hidden traps and such to the Bird of Prey  shown in red

CNS_Lerner says:
MO: And some fear too ..... we are all afraid for him

SO_Farewell says:
CO: Yes Captain....I'm still figuring out an way to stabilise it...without success so far...

CO_Bolitho says:
De'Jah: Excellent. ::turns to look at Lt. Jameson::

MO_Suder says:
::looks at the Counsellor:: CNS: Why would I be grieving Counsellor, no-one's died...

CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Transmit that information to the away team please

CO_Bolitho says:
SO: Keep at it please

De’Jah says:
::puts up a last bit of data :: CO: And lastly this is navigation data on how to program the flight back using the time device on a Bird of Prey

TO_Shilp says:
::continues his scans ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: This should do it

CNS_Lerner says:
MO: Denial is useful as a temporary measure .... I know you grieve .... but not alone unless you feel you must?

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: Who first?

OPS_Jameson says:
::transmits the information::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::quietly talks:: OPS: Anya, As you know I have been absent from the bridge for a while now being in sickbay with my injury ::indicates the leg:: so could you kindly update me on what’s going on at the moment?

SO_Farewell says:
::gets back to his scan results::

CO_Bolitho says:
De'Jah : You had this information all the time?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: I'll go ::squeezes through the rocks::

OPS_Jameson says:
COMM Hazzem:  There is information sent to you about the traps down there.

TO_Shilp says:
*CEO*: TO to CEO.

De’Jah says:
CO: It was in the data you had me "arrange for you"

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::covers Hazzem’s behind ::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::After Hazzem is through, follows::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::stops:: COMM OPS: Traps you say?

MO_Suder says:
::takes a deep breath:: CNS: Look, Counsellor, I understand what you're trying to do here, but I don't have the time, now if you'll excuse me, I’d like to get back to work ::begins to get up from her seat::

De’Jah says:
CO: Or at least the first was - the data needed to display and interpret the first

CEO_Lira says:
*TO* Lira here

CO_Bolitho says:
De'Jah: Ahh well thank you for your input De'Jah

CNS_Lerner says:
MO: Kesh .... I may have to order you off duty .... you are exhausted and stressed ... how will that help Sickbay?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The AT gets past the avalanche, and the remainder of the corridor winds on, bending around a corner

OPS_Jameson says:
FCO: Well,  we were betrayed by a hormonal Klingon, who decided to sabotage the ship, and then they decided to change time.  An average day on the Seleya

TO_Shilp says:
*CEO*: I have a question and an idea. for you . The Klingons were all over Main Engineering right?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: Let's go

OPS_Jameson says:
COMM Hazzem:  Yep.  Everything in on the tricorder

CEO_Lira says:
:: hears the computer chirp and check all systems which are showing fine ::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: Didn’t your tricorder say 20 meters?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@COMM OPS: Thank you lieutenant, Hazzem out

CEO_Lira says:
*TO* Just about why?

MO_Suder says:
::turns around as she reaches door:: CNS: how will it benefit Sickbay if I’m not here, hmm?...think about that!  ::is getting annoyed::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: Now according to the new information, we are 50 meters away and 5 more traps

CO_Bolitho says:
::sits back in his seat and watches his crew work around him::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: Great...

De’Jah says:
::doesn't mention about the loose ramblings that are the credo of the New Empire ::

TO_Shilp says:
*CEO*: Did we happen to change our shield modulation after they left?  I was worried that if they had got it they could hit us and we would be dead in the water again.

CEO_Lira says:
Self : Ok frequency I need

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::moves forward, tricorder on continuous scan for traps::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: You know how to disable Klingon traps, don't you?

CNS_Lerner says:
MO:  Better that you take a sleeping draught and report physically rested I think ... I have already confirmed your hours on duty ... they are well over the top and you would NOT allow any of the crew to exhaust themselves like that

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: Errmmm... I know HOW to, but I’m not very good at doing it...

SO_Farewell says:
::starts analysing the current readings while comparing them with some earlier known cases::

CEO_Lira says:
*TO*: No they didn't  - would have been to much work for them ... all she did was trip our systems

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: We didn’t face many Klingons in the Klingon navy

De’Jah says:
CO: Permission to go down to assist the AT ?

CNS_Lerner says:
MO: Get professional!  A spot of self diagnosis please!

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::sighs:: CIV: Well, at least you know how to, let's just be careful

CO_Bolitho says:
De'Jah: Permission granted!

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: Agreed...

MO_Suder says:
CNS: That's different, I’m not the rest of the crew...this is where I need to be, so this is where I am staying!

De’Jah says:
OPS: Could you beam me from here to where they are ?

TO_Shilp says:
*CEO*: OK just checking if its ok with you I’m going to rotate the shield frequencies.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::walks as carefully as he can::

OPS_Jameson says:
De'Jah: Right away sir.  any preference where you beam to?

CEO_Lira says:
:: starts to put the cloaking device back together after checking there are no more surprises::

CEO_Lira says:
*TO*: That should be fine

MO_Suder says:
::looks shocked:: CNS: Are you questioning my medical training?!

CNS_Lerner says:
MO: You will leave me with no alternative .... I will order Dr. Grey to sedate you .... better that you recognise things for yourself?  You are a great doctor ... now start to heal yourself a bit!

De’Jah says:
OPS: Wherever the Away Team is

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::walks forward tricorder on continuous scan for traps::

OPS_Jameson says:
::prepares to beam De'Jah::

De’Jah says:
::waits::

OPS_Jameson says:
::beams De'Jah::

TO_Shilp says:
CO: Sir with your permission I’m going to rotate shield frequencies sir.

De’Jah says:
@::materialises::

CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Any particular reason why Ensign?

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::swings backward, hearing the transporter sound::

De’Jah says:
@CSO: Can I assist ?

MO_Suder says:
::turns and marches away from the Counsellor:: CNS: I can't stand around and chat all day...I’m staying here, and I have work to do, so if you don't mind...

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@De’Jah: Oh, it’s just you

CNS_Lerner says:
MO: You have been warned Lieutenant .....

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::smiles:: De’Jah: It's a pleasure to have you with us

De’Jah says:
CIV: Q’Pla !

CEO_Lira says:
:: looks at the cloaking device and decides to runs some tests ::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@De’Jah: Nuqneh and Qaplah to you

MO_Suder says:
::ignores the Counsellor::

TO_Shilp says:
CO: Was just worried about all the Klingons in Engineering and all the disruptions we had down there -  just want to cover all the bases sir.

De’Jah says:
@CSO: Have you received the data on the traps ?

CNS_Lerner says:
MO: You are relieved from duty .... and I recommend you leave Sickbay right now ::stands::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::sits at console, leg stretched out::

CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Good thinking permission granted!

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::grunts at the word "traps"::

TO_Shilp says:
CO: Aye sir.

CO_Bolitho says:
SO: How goes the anomaly Ensign?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@De’Jah: Yes but only Ensign Kormel knows how to disable them

OPS_Jameson says:
::keeps constant check on systems in case of sabotage::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: I do?

De’Jah says:
@CSO: Then maybe I might assist him ?

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: Oh yes.. I do

CNS_Lerner says:
*CO* Captain, Dr. Suder is suffering from exhaustion and strain ... I have relieved her from duty ... Dr. Grey will take over

CSO_Hazzem says:
@De’Jah: So far we avoided 3 of them

TO_Shilp says:
::slaves an engineering console over to Tactical::

SO_Farewell says:
CO: Captain the anomaly seems stabilised for the moment, the readings are constant...

CEO_Lira says:
:: picks up tricorder and scans it taking readings ::

MO_Suder says:
::spins and meets the Counsellor's gaze:: CNS: You can't do that!...you wouldn't...

FCO_Ekaf says:
CO: Captain, as it is quiet at Flight control, I request permission to work with the SO. As he is on the bridge, I can easily go back to my post.

De’Jah says:
@CIV: ::whispers:: I am not sure if you familiar with all of them , are you ?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@ALL: Then we should keep going

CNS_Lerner says:
MO: Kesh - I just did ... and I have notified the Captain .... now be sensible please ....

CO_Bolitho says:
*CNS*: Acknowledged Counsellor.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::starts walking::

CEO_Lira says:
:: inputs data into the computer ::

CO_Bolitho says:
FCO: Granted

MO_Suder says:
::takes a last look at the Counsellor and storms out of Sickbay::

De’Jah says:
@::checks the padd he carried down ::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@De’Jah ::whispers:: I was the CTO of a Klingon ship.. we didn’t fight too many Klingons... I’m an expert at Romulan traps on the other hand

CNS_Lerner says:
::calls over to Dr. Grey:: Dr. Grey:  Dr. Suder is off duty until further notice ..... please take over

CO_Bolitho says:
SO: Continue to monitor

MO_Suder says:
Computer: locate Captain Bolitho...

SO_Farewell says:
CO: Affirmative..

CNS_Lerner says:
<Dr. Grey>CNS: Of course ..... and not before time .... she is in one heck of a state!

De’Jah says:
@CIV: ::whispers:: I will show you these then

TO_Shilp says:
::remodulates the shields  to a random frequency::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::walks forward:: De’Jah: Thanks

TO_Shilp says:
CO: Sir shields demodulated sir.

FCO_Ekaf says:
CO: Thankyou sir. ::stands up and limps over to Science station and sits next to the Science Officer:: SO: How can I help Ensign?

De’Jah says:
@::walks forward to just before the next trap :: CIV: Swing this lever this way and it is good for one to pass, swing it that way and it is disabled

TO_Shilp says:
::starts his scans again::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::a flash of memory comes about his mind:: COMM MO: Hazzem to Doctor Suder

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@De'Jah: Hmm... I understand

De’Jah says:
@::looks to see if the Civilian saw ::

CEO_Lira says:
:: takes more readings and inputs them into the computer :: Computer : scan cloaking device and download all information

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::swings the handle to the "disable" setting

Dr_Grey says:
::walks over to the Counsellor::

CNS_Lerner says:
::looks around Sickbay .... and follows Dr. Suder out of the area .... wondering if she needs to keep further tabs::

CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Status of away team

MO_Suder says:
COMM CSO: I'm off duty Hazzem, call Dr. Grey.  ::pique very apparent in her voice::

SO_Farewell says:
FCO: Hello, you could keep an eye on the tachyon emissions

CO_Bolitho says:
*CEO*: How are things in main engineering?

CSO_Hazzem says:
COMM MO: Oh, I was going to ask you about Vidas

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: They appear to be avoiding the obstacles well sir.

De’Jah says:
@::walks forwards about 20 meters:: CIV:  The next is ten meters away , but the turn off is here ::reaches in a crack of the rock ::

CNS_Lerner says:
::walks towards the turbolift::

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: Will do...it gives me something to do. When do you want me to notify you of the readings?

Dr_Grey says:
::takes over in Sickbay::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@De’Jah: Very well camouflaged

MO_Suder says:
::enters turbolift:: TL: bridge...

CEO_Lira says:
*CO*: Not bad sir  ..  should have the frequency for you shortly

CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Good tell them to speed things up, not that it will endanger them but we need options and we need them fast!

De’Jah says:
@CIV: What good is a lever if it is easily seen ?

De’Jah says:
@CIV: There is just one more

MO_Suder says:
COMM CSO: I don’t know, I’ve had no news since he left for Trill...sorry

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@De’Jah: I mean the crack in the rock

CO_Bolitho says:
*CEO* Excellent.   Keep me informed

CEO_Lira says:
*CO*: Aye sir

CSO_Hazzem says:
@COMM MO: Oh well, got to go back to work, Hazzem out

SO_Farewell says:
FCO: Well, they're stable right now, give me a sign when they become unstable, then we have to try and stabilise it again....

TO_Shilp says:
SO: Any ideas if we can open a second rift with any degree of certainty to where it will take us?

De’Jah says:
@::walks to the door and hits a patch of rock hard::

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: Very well.

OPS_Jameson says:
COMM AT: The captain requests you to come back as soon as you have completed the mission.  basically,  CO is worried and wants you back ASAP

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: Welcome to the Seleya. I hope you like it here, and we can be friends. I am FCO Eman Ekaf. Call me what you like!

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::looks back at CSO:: CSO: You coming?

De’Jah says:
@Door: Dark days will come not!!

MO_Suder says:
::turbolift stops at bridge and Suder marches on angrily causing a few heads to turn:: CO: Captain...may I have a brief word with you?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@COMM OPS:  Acknowledged

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The AT arrives, finally, at a door, sealed

CNS_Lerner says:
::enters turbolift ... undecided about whether to rejoin the bridge shift or check on Kara T'ain::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::groans::

TO_Shilp says:
::looks at the MO and has a look of sympathy for her::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::keeps an eye on the readings while talking to the Science Officer::

CEO_Lira says:
Computer : Why we are at it run program Lira three in Holodeck 1 add all information about the cloaking device and add as if it was working

CO_Bolitho says:
MO: Now is not the time Doctor.

SO_Farewell says:
TO: Not as of yet, I think we can open one, but we can't predict its exit...

CSO_Hazzem says:
@De’Jah: Will you do the honors?

MO_Suder says:
::leans against bridge wall:: CO: I can wait...

TO_Shilp says:
SO: All right let me know if you opinion changes on that ok?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The door slides open, and the AT sees an underground shuttlebay

De’Jah says:
@::thinks the mechanism must be stuck ::

CNS_Lerner says:
::decides on the bridge:: TL: Bridge

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::raises rifle, checking for stray Klingons::

De’Jah says:
@All: Ahh, there it is

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: The tachyon emissions are 0.4 degrees out of place

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::checks the area of Klingons::

De’Jah says:
@::enters the chamber ::

SO_Farewell says:
FCO: Well, thank you....and what do you want me to call you..?

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: An easy compensation.

CO_Bolitho says:
::frowns and stares at the MO:: MO: I believe you have been relieved Doctor. I suggest you get some rest

CEO_Lira says:
:: leaves Main Engineering heading for Holodeck 1 ::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  In the huge cavern, sits a Bird of Prey

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO, De’Jah: Finally!

CNS_Lerner says:
::enters the bridge and almost bumps into the MO::  MO: Kesh?  You are off duty .... please get some rest ....

SO_Farewell says:
::frowns::  FCO: Hhmmm, any known cause...?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::looks at the Bird of Prey:: Self: Magnificent

De’Jah says:
@All: It is a proto-type so things do not have a "finished " look

MO_Suder says:
::looks at CO:: CO: but currently I'm not working...therefore, I am resting...

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: Like I said anything you want...Eman, Ekaf, FCO, you choose.

CEO_Lira says:
:: enters Turbolift :: TL: Deck 11

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@De’Jah, CSO: Just like mine was....

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::has a flashback of his time as a privateer::

MO_Suder says:
::doesn't hear the Counsellor::

TO_Shilp says:
::runs every scan in the book::

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: It must be from the atmosphere. I can easily check it now on the flight console if you like?

CNS_Lerner says:
::shakes her head at Suder and walks across to Tactical::

CO_Bolitho says:
MO: I would suggest in your quarters Doctor.

OPS_Jameson says:
::hums at OPS, VERY quietly::

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: And what can I call you?

TO_Shilp says:
CNS: Can I help you Ma’am?

CEO_Lira says:
:: starts humming to herself again ::

De’Jah says:
@CSO: There are consoles over there ::points :: Controls the cavern roof

MO_Suder says:
::concentrates hard on CO::  ~~~~CO: Richard!~~~

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@De’Jah: Shall we enter the ship, then?

FCO_Ekaf says:
::hears OPS humming a tune and smiles at her for a second or two::

SO_Farewell says:
SO: Well, I think Eman is good ::smiles::  FCO: If you would, that would be nice, either Jonathan, Farewell or SO....you choose...

CSO_Hazzem says:
@COMM OPS: Away team to Seleya

CNS_Lerner says:
TO:  I know you are busy ... but when you get some time maybe you should investigate why that blue goo spilled over the Sub Daimon was so .... difficult ... and what was the Ensign doing on the bridge with blue goo anyway?

CEO_Lira says:
:: leaves turbolift and enters Holodeck - looks around :: Computer: run program

De’Jah says:
@::walks over to the console and punches at a keypad ::

OPS_Jameson says:
COMM Hazzem:  Seleya here

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: I can tell we are going to get along Jonathan Farewell SO ::smiles::

CO_Bolitho says:
::looks sharply at MO:: MO: My ready room now! CNS: You have the bridge!

CSO_Hazzem says:
@COMM OPS: We have found the Bird of Prey, awaiting orders

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The roof of the cavern opens, revealing an exit corridor for the Bird of Prey

MO_Suder says:
::nods, moving toward the Ready Room door:: CO: Thankyou...

De’Jah says:
@::walks back to the Bird of Prey ::

CO_Bolitho says:
::walks to his ready room::

TO_Shilp says:
CNS: I will check in to it at my earliest convenience Ma’am.:: whispers:: CNS: You have to admit it was a little funny.

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@De'Jah: Are there any more traps we should know about?

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::follows De’Jah::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::limps over to Flight control and checks data -  limps back to Science station::

SO_Farewell says:
::laughs:: FCO: Yes, I think we are....

MO_Suder says:
::waits for the Captain to enter::

De’Jah says:
@CIV: Be careful entering the Bird of Prey ::smiles::

CNS_Lerner says:
TO: It was hilarious ... but it should not have happened ... we still have to keep the Ferengi Alliance happy - more is the pity

FCO_Ekaf says:
::sits down - out loud to no-one in particular: Ow...

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::laughs::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::walks to the Bird of Prey::

SO_Farewell says:
::glances at the science readouts again::

TO_Shilp says:
CNS: Aye Ma’am.

OPS_Jameson says:
CNS:  The Away Team has found the Bird of Prey prototype, and are awaiting orders.  I'll open a comm. link to you

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::enters the Bird of Prey::

CEO_Lira says:
:: notes frequency ::

De’Jah says:
@::walks up the ramp and inside the ship stepping over cables ::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::carefully::

CO_Bolitho says:
::waits for the door to close:: MO: Yes?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::enters the Bird of Prey::

CNS_Lerner says:
OPS: Comms link for me?

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::goes to the bridge::

MO_Suder says:
::looks at the Captain -  crosses arms:: CO:: Well?...want to tell me why I’m here?

De’Jah says:
@CSO: Shall we bring her up to the Seleya ?

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: We should have a drink after. The Flight console suggest that at this particular part of the atmosphere is 2 % different

CSO_Hazzem says:
@De’Jah: Not yet, I’m awaiting orders from the ship

De’Jah says:
@::hits toggles to bring the ship to life ::

CNS_Lerner says:
::realises she has the bridge ...:: All: Ooops!

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: Lets go to the bridge, sir

CO_Bolitho says:
::frowns:: MO: Why are you here?

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: Which could explain the change in tachyon emissions

CNS_Lerner says:
COMM AT: How are you doing?

CEO_Lira says:
:: notes all information and effects that the Cloaking Device has on systems and smiles and starts humming again::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@COMM Seleya: CNS: We’re fine

SO_Farewell says:
FCO: Sure......yes, could be a key to a solution...

De’Jah says:
@::settles in at the FCO station ::

MO_Suder says:
CO: Because your Counsellor kicked me out of my own Sickbay, that’s why...

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::sits at the Tactical station::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@COMM CNS: Counsellor we are inside the Bird of Prey prototype, shall we bring it up to the ship?

CNS_Lerner says:
COMM: AT  Good to hear ... please maintain reports at minimum of 5 minutes

CNS_Lerner says:
COMM CSO:  Transport it you mean ?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The Bird of Prey powers up

MO_Suder says:
::taps foot on floor::

CO_Bolitho says:
MO: My Counsellor was following my orders Doctor, . and I am right Doctor, you need rest!

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@De'Jah: All tactical systems online

CSO_Hazzem says:
@COMM CNS: No, bring it in orbit

CEO_Lira says:
Computer: End program

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::walks to the OPS console::

De’Jah says:
@::checks power readouts :: CSO: Full power available

CNS_Lerner says:
COMM AT: As you wish .... take great care !

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@De'Jah: All OPS systems online

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: Shall I compensate?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@COMM CNS:  We will, Away team out

De’Jah says:
@CIV: Weapons status ?

CEO_Lira says:
*TO*: Sending details of cloaking devices and frequencies through to you now

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: All systems online, sir

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::sits in the Captain’s seat:: All; prepare to get us off the surface

CNS_Lerner says:
OPS:  Keep a lock on the AT .... if that is a prototype who knows what tricks it has

TO_Shilp says:
*CEO*: Aye Ma’am Getting them now.

MO_Suder says:
::takes a step further into the Ready Room:: CO: Look, Richard..let me ask you....when you were an engineer, if something was wrong with the Warp core or whatever other blasted thing Tam does all day, would you go to sleep?

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: Where do you want me sir?

OPS_Jameson says:
CNS: Already have one Sir

De’Jah says:
@CSO: Ready

FCO_Ekaf says:
::punches own leg in annoyance of the soreness::

CNS_Lerner says:
::grins at OPS:: OPS: Anya ... just checking

MO_Suder says:
CO: Would you be able to sleep?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: Take tactical.   De’Jah: You have OPS and helm

TO_Shilp says:
CNS: The CEO has broken the cloaking device frequencies.

De’Jah says:
@::decides to have fun by going out at full impulse ::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: Aye, sir

CSO_Hazzem says:
@De’Jah: engage engines

SO_Farewell says:
FCO: Yes, we want to be sure that it won't interfere with our efforts

FCO_Ekaf says:
::can't get OPS humming tune out of his head and starts humming it until he remembers he is on the bridge::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::takes tactical::

OPS_Jameson says:
::grins back::  CNS:  You like bossing me around!!

CNS_Lerner says:
FCO: Be prepared to take evasive manoeuvres if things get strange with the prototype .....

De’Jah says:
@CSO: Aye ::takes her out at full impulse ::

CEO_Lira says:
*CO*: Sir I can install the cloaking device safely however whilst it is running we will have no Warp or Shields .. would you like me to install it or not Sir

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: All tactical systems standing by sir

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: Done ::finishes compensating:: I have to go back to flight control now. good working with you.

CNS_Lerner says:
SO: Monitor the prototype's power output carefully ... we may need to transport people off it if things go amiss

De’Jah says:
@CSO: Seleya in two seconds , slowing now

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: Keep monitoring other systems

CO_Bolitho says:
MO: We are not discussing me Kesh, and no matter how you try analyse this it is not going to work, I need you up and operating at full capacity, now go to your quarters and get some rest!

FCO_Ekaf says:
::limps back to flight control:: CNS: Ready for anything..

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: Aye, sir

SO_Farewell says:
FCO: Same here..

CO_Bolitho says:
*CEO* Absolutely not Lt.!

FCO_Ekaf says:
CNS: Almost

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::slaves engineering and science to the tactical console::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: Science and Engineering are functioning

SO_Farewell says:
CNS: Affirmative Counsellor...

CNS_Lerner says:
::sits back in the XO's chair considering::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@De’Jah: Hail the Seleya

CEO_Lira says:
:: giggles :: *CO* as you wish Sir... Lira out

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The Bird of Prey navigates its way through the exit corridor, and appears in orbit with the Seleya

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: Remember our appointment! Don't break it.:: grins::

MO_Suder says:
::sighs, knowing she's lost:: CO: ...And lie there thinking about him all the time?...I need to keep active, please

De’Jah says:
@COMM Seleya: We are parked next to you now ::grins::

CNS_Lerner says:
OPS: Get the Bird of Prey on screen when you can please

SO_Farewell says:
::opens another monitoring window on his panel to get the energy readouts::  FCO: I won't  ::smiles::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@COMM Seleya: CO: Captain, we are on our way to orbit

CNS_Lerner says:
COMM AT: We see you .... are things normal on that ship?

CO_Bolitho says:
MO: I know Kesh, can I suggest a sedative so you can get some rest?

OPS_Jameson says:
::opens viewscreen::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@COMM:CNS: Yes ma’am

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@COMM:CNS: Affirmative, all systems operational

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: Good. I hope you will try some Knir! The real stuff. I don't know any human who hasn't gone red because it is so strong!

CEO_Lira says:
:: heads for Turbolift and starts humming and thinking about a painting she saw::

SO_Farewell says:
FCO: Well, there’s a first time for everything...

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: Not even the Klingons kept a straight face!

CNS_Lerner says:
COMM AT:  Then remain in orbit pro tem .... I will consult with the Captain as to our next move .... Lerner out

CSO_Hazzem says:
@All: well, we shall wait

MO_Suder says:
::pinches bridge of nose:: CO: Now who's the doctor...

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: we'll see...we'll see  ::grins again:: I can't wait!

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@COMM Seleya: AT out

CNS_Lerner says:
*CO* Captain: The AT have flown the Bird of Prey prototype and are in orbit off our port bow .... what next Sir?

SO_Farewell says:
FCO: I'm  afraid of that  ::smiles and watches the readouts::

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: So you should be Ensign!!! ::grins again, keeping an eye on the flight control status::

CO_Bolitho says:
::smiles:: MO: Get some rest Kesh now, before I order you dragged down to your quarters ::stands up and makes his way to the exit::

De’Jah says:
@CIV: How do you like the power read outs ? A bit higher than a standard Bird of Prey , eh ?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::rests in his chair closing his eyes::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@De’Jah: Hmm... quite a bit higher

CEO_Lira says:
:: strolls backs to Main Engineering slowly ::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@CSO: Sleeping on the job, sir?

FCO_Ekaf says:
::starts humming the OPS tune again for several seconds:: Self: Ahhh! Stupid catchy tune

CO_Bolitho says:
::walks out onto the bridge:: CNS: A Bird of Prey indeed, does it have the temporal device on board?

MO_Suder says:
::nods:: CO: Anything you say Richard. ::wry smile:: I’ll try.

MO_Suder says:
::waits for the Captain to leave the Ready Room::

De’Jah says:
@CIV: Outfitted with weapons stolen from a Vor'Cha as well

OPS_Jameson says:
::starts to hum a different song::

CNS_Lerner says:
::standing:: CO: Sir ... did not think to ask ...

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: Not really Ensign, just resting my body

FCO_Ekaf says:
OPS: Thanks for the tune...

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@De’Jah: Well.. I look forward to using this tactical station... ::grins widely::

CNS_Lerner says:
COMM AT: Does that thing have a temporal device aboard?

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::grins at CSO::

De’Jah says:
@COMM CNS: It does indeed

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@COMM Seleya: CNS: Affirmative

MO_Suder says:
::marches out of the Ready Room, past the Counsellor, not looking at her and moves towards the turbolift::

OPS_Jameson says:
FCO:  What?

CEO_Lira says:
:: enters Main Engineering,  moves Cloaking Device out of the way and starts humming again::

CNS_Lerner says:
COMM De'Jah: Then the Captain will tell you what to do next I think ...  ::gestures to the Captain and smiles::

FCO_Ekaf says:
OPS: I seem to have gotten your little tune in my head.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::stands at attention::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@COMM Seleya: Yes captain

MO_Suder says:
::pauses by the tactical console at rear of bridge::

OPS_Jameson says:
FCO: What tune?  ::honestly doesn't realise she was humming::

CNS_Lerner says:
::wonders why she was given the bridge when she is not a bridge officer anyway::

CEO_Lira says:
:: notes there is very little to do at the moment so heads to her office and puts her feet up ::

FCO_Ekaf says:
OPS: You have been humming a tune for the past 15 minutes

CO_Bolitho says:
::nods at hearing the information:: COMM: De'Jah: How many crew will the Bird of Prey take?

MO_Suder says:
::pulls her gaze away from TAC Console and slowly leaves Bridge::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::checks the tactical, engineering and science systems again::

TO_Shilp says:
MO: How is he Ma’am and how are you?

SO_Farewell says:
::looks at the temporal rift. Self: How can we create and extrapolate such an anomaly?::

De’Jah says:
@COMM: CO: It will take a crew of 65

OPS_Jameson says:
FCO:  What?  me?  what song was it?

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@De'Jah: That many?

MO_Suder says:
::waves TO's question away:: TO: Not now Hurrad, not now ::enters turbolift::

De’Jah says:
@CIV: That is close to maximum capacity

FCO_Ekaf says:
OPS: Yes, you. I don't know what the tune is called. It goes like this. ::hums a little::

CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Fancy trying out the operations console on a Bird of Prey?

De’Jah says:
@CIV: We might want some "Friends along "?

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@De'Jah: My old Bird of Prey took flight crew and 5 soldiers...

MO_Suder says:
TL: Deck 11

CNS_Lerner says:
CO: Permission to visit Main Engineering Sir .... I think I should visit ..... long overdue ....

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@::grins at De’Jah:: De'Jah: That might happen

OPS_Jameson says:
::::looks up, interrupted from her conversation with the FCO::  CO:  Bird of Prey sir?

De’Jah says:
@::grins knowingly ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@De’Jah: I volunteer

De’Jah says:
@CIV: Bat’leth sharp ?

CO_Bolitho says:
::smiles:: TO/SO/OPS/FCO/CNS/*CEO*: Report to transporter room 1 immediately!

TO_Shilp says:
CO: With permission I want to be assigned to the Bird of Prey detail sir.

SO_Farewell says:
::walks over to the TO::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@De'Jah: Is this a K'Vort or B'Rel class Bird of Prey?

TO_Shilp says:
CO: Aye sir.

CEO_Lira says:
:: picks up a Padd and starts going over maintenance records ::

FCO_Ekaf says:
CO: Aye sir!

CNS_Lerner says:
::changes her plans rapidly::   CO: Aye Sir

SO_Farewell says:
CO: Aye Captain

De’Jah says:
@CIV: Neither, it was a special Ops Bird of Prey

MO_Suder says:
::exits turbolift and heads for her quarters::

TO_Shilp says:
::heads to turbolift::

CEO_Lira says:
*CO*: Aye Sir

OPS_Jameson says:
::stands up and walks with the crowd to Turbolift 1::

CNS_Lerner says:
::leaves the bridge and takes the turbolift with others of the bridge crew::

CIV_ENS_Kormel says:
@De’Jah: Ah.. I am familiar with B'Rel class ships.. not K’Vort..

CEO_Lira says:
:: sighs and heads for transporter room 1 ::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::limps into the turbolift being the last person in::

CO_Bolitho says:
COMM: CSO: Prepare to accept crew beaming aboard Lt.

SO_Farewell says:
::walks to the turbolift beside the TO::  TO: Have you already tried to send a probe into the anomaly..?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@COMM:CO: Yes sir

CNS_Lerner says:
::wondering if the time thing is on or not::

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Seleya Mission:  The Re-Discovered Country>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Seleya Mission:  The Re-Discovered Country>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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